
ICK LUCK conducted a lengthy interview last

month with the chief executive of the BHA, Julie

Harrington, on his Racing TV programme, ‘Luck

on Sunday’. At this difficult time for racing, I was anxious

to hear what British racing’s figurehead had to say about

the various burning issues facing the sport and to get some

sense of the BHA’s direction of travel under her leadership.

While presenting as a perfectly pleasant and

knowledgeable administrator, I was taken aback by some of

the things she had to say. Having been born north of the

border I’m not particularly au fait with cricketing

terminology, despite the best efforts of the late Fr Peter

Granger Banyard, SJ (known to generations of Glasgow

schoolboys as ‘Bert’ ) to interest us pupils in the sport, but I

believe it might be appropriate to suggest she ‘played a

straight bat’ in dealing with most of the presenter’s

questions. Time and again, Luck’s probing was met with

trite assertions that there is no magic wand to solve

problems, or that she was keeping an open mind on issues.

To say she was devoid of opinions might be taking it too

far, but there was precious little to suggest her leadership

has a dynamic profile. 

Asked for her vision for racing in the future she

explained, displaying an incredible lack of ambition, that it

was ‘to ensure that in 10 or 20 years from now racing

continues to be a key part of our sporting life.’

As the interview progressed, I couldn’t help but wonder

what leadership qualities or attributes the recruitment panel

saw in Ms Harrington that marked her out as the ideal

candidate for such a difficult job. Indeed, the suspicion

grew in me that the appointment of a skilled communicator

who ‘loves putting passionate people together to work for

the common good’ and who is ‘comfortable with having

difficult conversations’ might even have been intended to

frustrate real progress being made in the dialogue between

racing’s warring factions.

Asked if she was enjoying the challenges of the job and

whether she was in it for the long term, Ms Harrington cast

herself as ‘a servant of the sport’ and said, in a noblesse

oblige kind of a way that she would stay as long as she was

wanted.

After years of inaction, surely racing needs to be

governed by someone who has strong views on the sport

together with a willingness to ruffle feathers in pursuit of

their vision. It’s tempting to suggest that someone cast in

the mould of Peter Savill might fill the bill.

Starting such a job during a global pandemic excuses Ms

Harrington to a degree, but the health of the industry is

fragile and its interests demand more pro-active leadership

now.
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EADERS MAY have noticed the Racing Post’s

analysis of Royal Patronage’s win in the Royal

Lodge Stakes. It included the following comments:

‘There’s no doubting the runner-up (Coroebus) was the best

horse in the race’ and ‘the winner has the right attitude but

was gifted this.’

Mark Johnston has often told me the form book never lies. He

has little time for those who bend their interpretation of the

form to suit their preconceived notions. In this case, the

comments are disrespectful towards Royal Patronage and his

achievement.

In true Kevin Keegan-style, let me say this. If and when the

two horses meet again I’d love it, love it, if Royal Patronage

comes out on top. And I’m pretty sure that he will.
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NE OPINION which Julie Harrington did express

during the Luck interview was that ‘racing should

keep the North Star as the customer. What is it that

the customer wants to see?’ she argued. 

Sadly, although she mentioned groupings such as owners,

trainers, racecourses, media companies and punters, there was

no discussion as to whom racing’s principal customers might

be.

Having spent the previous day at Doncaster watching the St

Leger, I couldn’t help but reflect on who, exactly, are racing’s

customers to whom she refers and exactly where marketing and

promotional efforts should be aimed.

Since the refurbishment of Doncaster racecourse some years

ago, racegoers will be aware that there is a huge area beyond the

winning post  --  where the weighing room, saddling boxes, pre-

parade ring, winner’s enclosure and paddock used to be  --

which is now given over to a champagne lawn together with

various food and alcohol outlets, tables and chairs and

entertainment areas. 

Are the thousands of racegoers who inhabit that area of the

racecourse on major racedays among the ‘customers’ to whom

Ms Harrington refers as the North Star? Physically removed

from the stars of the show (the horses) and the racing action,

and dressed to kill (well the ladies anyway), they come in their

droves for a big day out, many seemingly intent on drinking the

racecourse dry.

The unpalatable truth for racing is that the answer to that

question is yes; they are vital customers, if not followers, of the

sport, and the income generated from sales of all those bottles of

champagne, pitchers of Pimms and pints of beer help

racecourses earn money enabling them, in theory, to contribute

more towards prize-money.

You’ll forgive me if I maintain that this realisation punctures

my confidence in Julie’s mantra about the North Star somewhat.
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